Refugia—overlooked as perhaps the most potent factor concerning the development of anthelmintic resistance
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ABSTRACT


Anthelmintic resistance involving particularly the gastrointestinal nematodes of small ruminants is escalating globally, to the extent that in certain countries, such as South Africa, it has already reached alarming proportions, and is affecting practically all the anthelmintics.

In this paper it is argued that the high levels of resistance in nematodes of veterinary importance indicate that the drugs have been used incorrectly. It is suggested that the phenomenon of refugia plays a much more important role in the selection of anthelmintic resistance than other phenomena that are more frequently investigated and recommended for counteracting it, such as reduced drenching frequency and avoiding under-dosing. While refugia is commonly mentioned in passing in most papers on anthelmintic resistance, it is, almost without exception, not incorporated in the final control/management proposals.

On the strength of the conclusions arrived at in the present paper strategies such as the drench-and-move system in which all the animals in a flock are drenched before they are moved to pastures containing few or no worms in refugia, and the system of strategic drenching on safe pastures should be condemned and never recommended. If such strategies are indeed unavoidable, the farmer should be warned that the farming system would probably not be sustainable even in the short term, in view of the generally high levels of resistance already present in most of the important sheep-producing regions. Farmers should be educated to consider refugia above all else when designing worm management programmes.

Finally there seems to be too much complacency concerning the possibility that anthelmintic resistance may also escalate in cattle, eventually to reach the proportions that it has in sheep.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1985, after anthelmintic resistance in sheep nematodes had started to escalate in South Africa, Van Wyk said: "... unless we use [the anthelmintics] to better advantage we may find ourselves in the situation where we no longer have effective remedies available for worm control." At the time, some helminthologists regarded the statement as alarmistic (Van Wyk 1990a). Nevertheless, the phenomenon has progressed globally to reach "... alarming proportions throughout the world and [to threaten] the future viability of continued small ruminant production in many countries" (Waller 1999).

In recent surveys in South Africa, in which a lenient method was used to analyze the results of faecal egg...
count reduction tests in order to give the drugs the best chance of showing efficacy, it was determined that strains of *Haemonchus contortus* were resistant to at least one drug on 99% of 80 farms (Van Wyk, Stenson, Van der Merwe, Vorster & Viljoen 1999). On 8% of 26 farms in one district all four compounds (rafoxanide, albendazole, ivermectin and levamisole) representing the anthelmintic groups available for drenching against nematodes of small ruminants in the country, were less than 40% effective against strains of *Haemonchus* encountered (Van Wyk et al. 1999). In another study Van Wyk, Malan & Randles (1997b) recorded what was apparently the first case of resistance in a strain of *H. contortus* to drugs from five different action groups, namely the above four, plus trichlorphon. Reduction on the arithmetic mean worm burdens indicated < 79% susceptibility and the geometric mean < 91.7% to 8 of 9 compounds tested in a slaughter ing trial at their recommended therapeutic dosage rates, namely albendazole 3.8 mg kg\(^{-1}\), closantel 5 mg kg\(^{-1}\), dinitrophenol 10 mg kg\(^{-1}\), ivermectin 0.2, levamisole 7.5, morantel 14.5, nitroxynil 10, rafoxanide 7.5 and trichlorphon 33 mg kg\(^{-1}\). Only closantel was highly effective.

The state of anthelmintic resistance in the veterinary field should be seriously considered in the light of evidence that resistance may also be developing in the helminths of humans (Anonymous 1998). Of particular importance is a move to treat entire human populations in an attempt to reduce the prevalence and severity of their helminth infections (Geerts & Gryseels 2000).

The global rate of development and extent of anthelmintic resistance in helminths of sheep and goats indicates that the numerous anthelmintics and strategies developed over the course of the previous century have been incorrectly applied.

**How did this crisis situation come about?**

Have anthelmintics been used incorrectly because farmers did not listen to the experts, or was the advice of the experts wrong, or is it, perhaps, a bit of each? Alternatively, was resistance inevitable? In 1990a Van Wyk asked whether “... even the experienced helminthologist had the answer for preventing ... resistance.” Subsequent results of various surveys worldwide indicate that we do not have it.

Today I believe that much of the blame for the global escalation of anthelmintic resistance can be ascribed to the advice given by us, the helminthologists. For instance, in some worm control programmes, principles such as to drench and move to “safe” or “clean” pasture are prescribed (Van Wyk 1990b; 1990c). Furthermore, I contend that while many faults in the conventional advice given to the stockman have been recognized, we have failed to condemn such practices, or place sufficient emphasis on alternatives. Few, if any, have heeded the words of Barger (1982): “While economists can advise ... farmers on the extent to which investments in worm control are profitable, there seem to be few clear indications from parasitologists of what the ultimate biological aims of control should be. Farmers are motivated to travel along the profitable road to worm control, and economists can determine how far they should travel, but the parasitologists seem unwilling to point out the most desirable route”. On the other hand, the farmer has without doubt also helped to dig his own grave. For instance, on the farm on which one of the first field cases of resistance of *H. contortus* to ivermectin was recorded, the sheep had been drenched a mean of every 23 days over the preceding 5 months (J.A. van Wyk, personal observations 1986; Van Wyk & Malan 1988; Van Wyk, Malan, Gerber & Alves 1989), thus giving susceptible worms almost no chance to reproduce. In addition, rams and even whole flocks of sheep infected with highly resistant worms are sold at auctions, thus widely disseminating resistant worms (Van Wyk 1990a; Van Wyk, Van Schalkwyk, Bath, Gerber & Alves 1991).

Fortunately, progress is being made with various forms of integrated worm management using anthelmintics plus alternative methods of control, as reviewed by Waller (1997) and Van Wyk, Malan & Bath (1997a). Anthelmintics remain the cornerstone of worm control/management, but need to be supported by methods such as drenching only a proportion of the flock to reduce selection for resistance (Besier 1997a), or by breeding resistant/resilient animals (Morris & Bisset 1997). Hopefully practical problems concerning vaccines and management via nematophagous fungi will be solved so that these will become available for use in the field (Smith 1997; Waller 1997).

**Fact and conjecture**

In my opinion a common error of us parasitologists has been to elevate conjecture to fact, as a result of “... a tendency to seek general rules for action [that unfortunately results in] probabilistic statements 'being transformed' into certainties” (Smith, Grenfell, Isham & Cornell 1999). Furthermore, it all too often happens that “facts”, derived from unreplicated trials with laboratory-manipulated strains of parasites in relatively small numbers of animals, are used for far-reaching recommendations to the farmer on worm control. Sometimes this occurs because the technical difficulty and expense involved in field-testing of factors that can affect selection for resistance makes it impractical to replicate the work; in such cases the tentative nature of the results should be stressed.

**Mathematical models**

Some extrapolations and deductions from simulation studies using mathematical models also appear to
be elevated to the status of fact, without being backed by sufficient experimental evidence. One example is the statement that: "... highly effective anthelmintics, or combinations of anthelmintics, because they leave very few survivors, select less strongly for resistance than less effective drugs that leave many ..." (Barger 1996). In the first place, this statement apparently has its origin in genetic theory and computer simulation, without having been confirmed experimentally; if so, this fact should have been mentioned. Secondly, but equally important, it is unclear what is meant by "highly effective". If in accordance with the present recommendations of the World Association for the Advancement of Veterinary Parasitology (WAAVP) (Wood, Amaral, Bairden, Duncan, Kassai, Malone, Pankavich, Reinecke, Slocombe, Taylor & Vercruysse 1995), it means an efficacy of as low as 98 %, a mean 100 of 5 000 H. contortus will remain per sheep after treatment. If 50 of these worms are females, each adult sheep may void up to half a million eggs daily in its faeces (Gordon 1981), which probably gives the worms a good chance to become established on "clean" grazing. At this level of efficacy practically only homozygous resistant individuals are likely to survive the drench, compared to both homo- and heterozygous individuals after lower dosage rates have been administered, as graphically illustrated by Barger (1995a), and the homozygous worms will definitely be more difficult to kill.

Several workers have warned that mathematical models are subject to some wide-ranging assumptions concerning the dynamics of the infection process and its consequences, such as that each host is infected with the same number of worms, while in practice rank overdispersion is the rule rather than the exception (Barger 1985); that each larval genotype is ingested in simple proportion by each animal; and that in each infection there are sufficient male worms, so that every female is fertilized (Smith et al. 1993), in agreement with Conder & Campbell (1995), that the simulations do not allow for the crucial role of refugia in farming management practices, such as the drench-and-move strategies which constitute the effect of low levels of worms in refugia on selection for resistance, which, as discussed below, is much more likely to be the overriding factor in most instances.

### Possible causes of selection for anthelmintic resistance

Factors such as under-dosing and the frequent use of anthelmintics have been blamed as being mainly responsible for the selection of anthelmintic resistance that has escalated to the extent that some strains have become practically uncontrollable (Walker 1985; Van Wyk et al. 1997b; 1999).

#### Refugia

The term "refugia" was coined to define the proportion of the parasite population that is not exposed to a particular given control measure, thus escaping selection for resistance. In the case of the gastrointestinal nematodes this comprises primarily the portion of a worm population that is free-living on pasture. After an "effective" drench the progeny of the worms that survive the treatment develop among the free-living worms in refugia. Thus the size of the population in refugia has a direct bearing on the degree of selection for resistance with a particular remedy as Martin, Le Jambre & Claxton (1981) convincingly showed two decades ago.

In the host's body the parasitic stages of some worm species, such as the histiotrophic larvae of the Cyathostominae in the intestinal mucosae of equids, also escape the effect of a drug. When used conventionally in a single dose, benzimidazoles do not kill these larvae, but recently Duncan, Bairden & Abbott (1998) reported that they can be killed by five daily treatments with fenbendazole at 7.5 mg kg⁻¹ per day. However, in my opinion, this drenching schedule should be used only when essential, as these histiotrophic larvae are in effect in refugia, and thus help to reduce selection for resistance by benefitting the susceptible portion of the worm population, by voiding "susceptible" worm eggs onto pasture when they mature.

As can be deduced from numerous papers (Martin et al. 1981; Michel 1985; Martin 1989; Swan, Gardner, Besier & Wroth 1994; Leathwick, Vlassoff & Ballow 1995; Anonymous 1998; Lloyd & Soulsby 1998; Barger 1999; Smith et al. 1999; Lloyd, Smith, Connor, Hatcher, Hedges, Humphrey & Jones 2000), refugia is generally regarded as an important factor in selecting for resistance through drenching with anthelmintics. Nevertheless, while it is often mentioned that...
in papers on worm control as a factor affecting selection for anthelmintic resistance, it is almost always overlooked when the recommendations for reducing selection for resistance are finally listed. A good example is a group of persons who recently reviewed the evidence on resistance in helminths affecting humans (Anonymous 1998). Because there is little pertinent information in the medical field, and apparently because the group were not directly involved in anthelmintic resistance in practice, they based their review principally on information and possible solutions gleaned from the veterinary literature. Thus their recommendations on policies for preventing resistance can be expected to reflect those of the experts in the field of veterinary parasitology. While they mention that selection is greater in sheep drenched on clean than on contaminated pasture, in other words that refugia plays a role, this is not listed under prevention, but only the following: to use the full therapeutic dosage rate; to screen worm populations for sensitivity; to alternate anthelmintic groups annually; to dose less frequently; to de-worm all new livestock, and to use narrow-spectrum drugs where appropriate. In contrast, as long ago as 1989 Martin stressed, when referring to Donald (1983), that selection for resistance depends largely on the “…success of the resistant progeny in contributing to subsequent generations.”

In the light of the results of Martin et al. (1981) and of the following words by the perspicacious Michel (1985) it is incomprehensible that refugia is still not accorded its rightful place in recommendations on worm control. “Selection pressures may be measured as the proportion of each generation that is the progeny of worms that have survived exposure to anthelmintic. … If the treatment is given at a time when, or in circumstances in which all the worms on the farm are in the treated hosts, selection will be rigorous.” He goes so far as to class the recommendations to reduce selection for resistance by reducing drenching per se or by alternating anthelmintic groups, as “curious ideas”.

**Under-dosing**

That under-dosing, i.e. use of less than the therapeutic dosage level recommended by the manufacturers, will quickly select for resistance, is one of the most common assertions made concerning prevention of anthelmintic resistance (Besier & Hopkins 1988; Dorchies, Nicolas, Grevry & Mage 1990; Prichard 1990; Dorchies 1991; Scott, Duncan, McKellar, Coop, Jackson & Mitchell 1991; Hazelby, Probert & Rowlands 1994; Hennessee 1994; Kieran 1994; Conder & Campbell 1995; Waller, Dash, Berger, Le Jambre & Plant 1995; Besier 1997b; Anonymous 1998; Chartier, Pors, Hubert, Rocheteau, Benoit & Bernard 1998; Geerts & Gryseels 2000). However, experimental evidence is lacking. Trials of Martin (1989) are frequently referred to as experimental confirmation that under-dosing is important for selecting for resistance, e.g.: “Martin (1989) has shown that low efficiency anthelmintic treatment can rapidly select for anthelmintic resistance in *Ostertagia spp.*” (Prichard 1990). But this is a misinterpretation. Martin (1989) actually said (my emphasis): “Selection for thiabendazole resistance was clearly demonstrated under field conditions incorporating an anthelmintic treatment and move to worm-free pasture. This increase resulted from the surviving sub-population selected from the upper extreme of the distribution of drug tolerances. The rapid development of resistance in this situation is, therefore, a direct result of using anthelmintics at a dose rate less than 100 % efficient.”

In the first place Martin (1989) concluded that low numbers of worms in refugia were of prime importance, as the sheep were moved to “worm-free” pastures after having been drenched. Secondly, in no way can it be deduced from his results or his statements that under-dosing in the conventional sense, i.e. drenching less than the therapeutic doses recommended by the manufacturers and regulating bodies, was the cause of the selection for resistance. It is probable, as suggested in theory by Barger (1995a) and also by Prichard (1990), that every compound that is less than 100 % effective will select for resistance and that the intensity of selection will increase in positive relationship to the percentage of control achieved with the anthelmintic treatment, practically until the 100 % level is reached. But despite a succession of very highly effective anthelmintics, there has not been a single one that has been truly 100 % effective. This is confirmed by the resistance that has been shown to practically every one of the modern nematocides (Shoop 1992; Shoop, Hines, Michael & Eary 1993; Leathwick 1995; Rolfe & Fitzgibbon 1996; Vermunt, West & Pomroy 1996; Watson, Hosking, Leathwick & McKee 1996; Sutherland, Leathwick, Brown & Miller 1997; Van Wyk et al. 1997b). In other words, with the possible exception of only one or two localized populations (Le Jambre 1981) no dosage regime using any of the available anthelmintics, whether alone or in combination, will not select for resistance. And the prime factor determining the degree of selection is probably the proportion of worms in refugia, and not the dosage rate, which is one of the secondary factors.

Another consideration is what does the term, “therapeutic dosage rate”, entail? It is the rate decided on by the manufacturers, largely based on subjective economic considerations and “high efficacy” against dose-limiting parasites or parasitic stages (Conder & Campbell 1995). However, even the concept of “high efficacy” has changed from formerly being generally applied to anthelmintics with more than 80 % parasiticial effect, to the present recommendations...
of 3 98 % kill for "highly effective" and 80 % for "effective", as outlined in the present WAAVP guidelines aimed at international standardization of anthelmintic testing for ruminants. Wood et al. (1995) recommend that drugs with less than 80 % efficacy should not be registered. Thus, for the sake of further discussion below, "under-dosing" is regarded as all levels of drenching less than the dosage rate required to kill 80 % of a worm strain not previously exposed to the drug concerned.

Workers have suggested previously that under-dosing will cause both hetero- and homozygous resistant worms to survive drenching and that these will then contribute a disproportionately large component to the subsequent worm generation (Prichard 1990; Conder & Campbell 1995). Prichard (1990) further suggests that if dosage rates are high enough to kill the heterozygous resistant worms, resistance genes may be rendered effectively recessive. While Conder & Campbell (1995) concur with this statement, they add, referring to Roush & McKenzie (1987), that subtherapeutic doses make the resistance genes effectively dominant. In contrast, Smith et al. (1999) are of the opinion that it is not an all-or-nothing situation: "... as one reduces dosage levels, there is a range of dose levels where under-dosing promotes resistance and a range of dose levels where under-dosing impedes resistance." As there is no great contrast in fitness between susceptible and resistant worms, it seems logical that it will be more deleterious if only homozygous and hence no heterozygous resistant or susceptible individuals survive drenching, these will then produce the entire ensuing generation of worms, as is likely to happen when the hosts are moved to worm-free pasture shortly after drenching at highly effective dosage rates. In the case of *H. contortus*, even a relatively small number of survivors can repopulate clean pastures, because of the exceptional egg-producing capacity of the females. Hence, if the reasoning above is correct, it is not under-dosing in the conventional sense, but rather killing all but the most resistant individuals, combined with low numbers of worms in refugia that is the essence of the problem. In contrast, Le Jambre (1978a) contends: "Even if complete mortality is not achieved, the population may be depleted enough to reduce the amount of genetic variability, and ... this will make response to selection less effective." In the case of helmints this still seems to be conjecture, and the question is at what level the killing rate will be high enough to put the remaining worm population at a "disabling" disadvantage.

The results of Hoekstra, Borgsteede, Boersema & Roos (1997) support the suggestion of a disabling disadvantage, as a strain of *H. contortus* sequentially selected by dosing infected animals with levamisole until the effective dosage level had reached 30 mg kg⁻¹, was less viable than the initial population. On the other hand, most of the modern anthelmintics are close to being completely effective when used for the first time against worm strains that had previously not been exposed to the drug, and yet resistance has developed to frightening levels (Waller 1999), with numerous instances where drenching had no apparent effect on reducing the numbers of worms in infected animals (Van Wyk et al. 1997b; 1999). Furthermore, reversion to susceptibility has been so slow as to be of little practical value (Scott, Robbins, Jackson, Jackson & Clarkson 1995; Borgsteede & Duyn 1989). Thus highly resistant strains seem well equipped to maintain themselves in the field, with the apparent single exception of a resistant strain of *Ostertagia* spp. which was eradicated by intensive drenching (Le Jambre 1981). Unfortunately, even moxidectin, one of the most effective anthelmintics yet against the most common gastrointestinal nematode species of small ruminants, has not escaped unscathed (Leathwick 1995; Rolfe & Fitzgibbon 1996; Vermunt et al. 1996; Watson et al. 1996; Sutherland et al. 1997; F.S. Malan, personal communication 2000). An important consideration is that in a trial such as that of Le Jambre et al. (1999), consisting of laboratory selection of an initially susceptible worm strain (Hoekstra et al. 1997), there are very few resistant individuals at the start. Therefore the resultant resistant population selected from this strain will have much less genetic variation than would be expected with selection from the same strain in flocks of sheep under field conditions, and their viability will not necessarily be similar.

There is a general perception that selection for anthelmintic resistance is more severe when goats are drenched as opposed to sheep (Watson et al. 1996) and this often seems to be regarded as support for the viewpoint that under-drenching is an important cause of enhanced selection for resistance. The reasoning behind this assumption is that, while goats require higher dosage rates than sheep for similar blood level profiles with associated higher minimal effective dosage levels, the drugs are mostly administered at the same rate for both host species (Conder & Campbell 1995). Thus goats are in effect usually under-drenched. The question is whether there are not perhaps other possible explanations than that of under-drenching for the common occurrence of resistance in worm strains infecting goats, for instance more intensive drenching of goats (Kettle, Vlassoff, Reid & Horton 1983; Jackson 1993), or factors related to the minimum effective dosage (MED) levels. It is theoretically possible that, because the MED level in goats is higher than in sheep (Conder & Campbell 1995), resistance will be detected more quickly at a common therapeutic dosage level, much like the difference between ivermectin and moxidectin, and to some extent between thiabendazole and the later benzimidazoles. A case in point is the marked resistance found in *Cooperia* spp. of cattle against moxidectin (Vermunt et al. 1996), for which *Cooperia* spp.
are a dose-limiting genus, thus having a higher MED rate than other genera, such as Ostertagia and Haemonchus. In the light of higher MED levels of moxidectin against Ostertagia spp., than against H. contortus, it is coincidence that the first cases of resistance recorded in the field against moxidectin involved Ostertagia spp. in New Zealand and Australia, where there is relatively little resistance in any of the worm species against ivermectin (Conder & Campbell 1995) and not H. contortus in South Africa, where ivermectin resistance is rife in this worm species (Van Wyk et al. 1999).

Drenching frequency

As stated by Martin in 1989, "... previous reports on the development of resistance have implicated treatment frequency as the prime selection mechanism ... ". Even now practically no list of recommendations is drawn up without reduction of drenching frequency being included (Van Wyk 1990b; Dorchies 1991; Hazelby et al. 1994; Conder & Campbell 1995; Scott et al. 1995; Anonymous 1998; Claxton, Zambrano, Ortiz, Delgado, Escurra & Clarkson 1998; Geerts & Gryseels 2000; Lloyd et al. 2000).

There is no doubt that, all else being equal, and given drenching frequencies approaching the prepatent period of a helminth, resistance will develop in relation to the frequency of drenching (Kelly, Webster, Griffin, Whltlock, Martin & Gunawan 1981; Martin, Anderson, Jarrett, Brown & Ford 1982; Barton 1983; Martin, Anderson, Lwin, Nelson & Morgan 1984). Questionnaire surveys of anthelmintic resistance, combined with testing for susceptibility do suggest a correlation between drenching intensity and anthelmintic resistance (Chartier et al. 1998). However, in practice it is probably subordinate particularly to refugia, and should not be viewed independently of other factors, such as the degree of control attributed to the anthelmintic: "... selection pressure does not depend on the frequency of treatment as such, but on the circumstances in which it is given" (Michel 1985). Simulation studies by Leathwick et al. (1995) with a mathematical model even suggest that (my emphasis) on its own without considering the effect of differences in proportions of a given worm population in refugia, drenching frequency may even be a poor indicator of selection pressure for resistance. Thus, while drenching frequency is certainly extremely important, it is probable that it is the combination of the proportion of a given worm strain in refugia primarily and the drenching frequency secondly, that determines the degree of selection for resistance.

Drenching aimed at taking maximum advantage of “low worm” pastures

In nature “low-worm” pastures result from, amongst other factors, seasonal cycling and nomadic movement of animals where this is still possible. Starting as early as 1912 with the advent of non-herbal anthelmintics (Theiler 1912a; 1912b; 1912c), a variety of ways has been developed to preserve the status quo of such safe pastures for as long as possible during the course of each year’s “worm season”.

Drench-and-move

One of the most common methods used to reduce the rate of re-infection of the low worm pastures has been the “drench-and-move” strategy, which has been ascribed to Weybridge in the United Kingdom (Stromberg & Averbeck 1999), but is practically as old as the first non-herbal anthelmintics developed for sheep. In 1912 Theiler published three pamphlets totalling 62 pages, in which he suggested that worms could be eradicated by drenching animals and then moving them to pasture that had been left ungrazed for a year (Theiler 1912a; 1912b; 1912c). In addition, almost every helminthologist that followed Veglia 1918 at the Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute strongly propounded the drench-and-move system (Van Wyk 1987; 1990b; 1990c). This method of control is also one of the methods most adopted by farmers, both in South Africa (Joubert, Van Wyk & De Wet 1996) and elsewhere (Besier 1997b). Van Wyk (1990c) goes so far as to recommend that, when drenched, animals should be kept overnight in a pen before being spelled to safe pasture, so that most worm ova in the animals at the time of drenching are voided in the pen, instead of on the safe pasture.

Initially, after it had become common practice globally to spell to “safe” or “clean” pastures after drenching, no thought was apparently given to the possibility that this could strongly select for resistance (Parry 1975; Brunsdon 1976; Michel 1976; Morley & Donald 1980; Herd, Streitel, McClure & Parker 1983; Davidson 1987; Van Wyk 1987; 1990b; 1990c). It was even suggested that in the long term it could help delay selection for resistance (Morley & Donald 1980). Subsequently, as anthelmintic resistance began to escalate, the possibility that the drench-and-move system would select for resistance was considered, but some trials did not support this (Waller, Dobson, Lacey, Hennessy, Allerton & Prichard 1989). However, Martin (1989) convincingly demonstrated selection under such conditions. Even earlier Michel (1985) had warned that drenching during winter will select for resistance in a similar way as does drenching animals and moving them to worm-free, or low-worm pastures. Today the drench-and-move system is commonly listed as a practice that may select for resistance (Barger 1995a; 1999), although some still persist in recommending it, particularly for controlling worms in animal species other than sheep and goats (Amarante & Barbosa 1995; Williams, Loya-cano, DeRosa, Gurie, Coombs & Skogerboe 1997; Stromberg & Averbeck 1999). Most importantly the
system is seldom unequivocally condemned, e.g. the statement: "Obviously, the advantage of reducing exposure to re-infection and the risk of selecting for resistance must be considered in light of all other factors on a case-by-case basis before dose and move strategies are used." (Conder & Campbell 1995). This leaves the door for using this system wide open—no wonder that Besier (1997b) and Joubert et al. (1996) confirmed wide application thereof in the field.

In the case of an anthelmintic with persistent efficacy, doubt has recently been cast on the fore-going conclusions that the drench-and-move strategy should be avoided (Le Jambre et al. 1999). In trials on the selection for anthelmintic resistance in H. contortus by drenching with macro lactones, the results are interpreted as indicating that to drench animals with an anthelmintic with a persistent effect and then to move them to clean pasture is more sustainable than to leave the animals on the contaminated pasture after treatment. It is also emphasized in the paper concerned that to treat sheep with a macro lactone with persistent efficacy while grazing a contaminated paddock should be seen as an emergency procedure when there are no alternatives.

The recommendation by Le Jambre et al. (1999) to move sheep to clean pastures after a drench with moxidectin cannot be accepted without debate. The experiment was technically difficult and expensive and could hardly have been enlarged to give unequivocal answers. However, it suffered shortcomings that, in my opinion, make it necessary to delay any radical recommendations derived from it until the work can be replicated under more practice-related conditions. One of the strains of H. contortus used was unrepresentative, being derived from an unlisted number of inbred female worms selected for a certain morphological characteristic. In addition, considering the well-known large degree of variation between individual animals in susceptibility to worm infection (Barger 1985), only five sheep were used per group in each of 12/14 groups, and extremely low numbers of worms developed in the groups treated with moxidectin (geometric mean numbers of 2–8 worms in adult sheep, and 18–27 in young lambs). Furthermore, to test the development of worms after the drench, a trickle infection with undisclosed numbers of larvae and frequency of administration was given for a mere 5 weeks after the sheep had been treated with moxidectin. This is more or less the duration of the period of highly persistent efficacy of parenterally administered moxidectin against re-infection with H. contortus, while the Haemonchus season is much longer than this. In other words, during the 5 weeks of trickle challenge almost no susceptible worms could become established, and had the challenge lasted longer, the results could have been totally different. The authors apparently expect that sheep with a measure of immunity to re-infection would not have been susceptible to trickle infection after the residual effect of the anthelmintic had worn off. If so, this is a generalization, as immunity is seldom solid in sheep, and individuals differ greatly in this respect. If sheep are moved to clean pasture after a moxidectin drench, all the H. contortus that develop subsequently will be the progeny of resistant worms. In contrast, I contend that, granted firstly a largely susceptible worm population, secondly that the drench is not given towards the end of the Haemonchus season, and in the light of the skew distribution, overdispersion of worm burdens in a population of sheep (Barger 1985), the few resistant worms picked up by the sheep during the effective "tail" of the moxidectin persistence as happened in the above trials, will be swamped by much larger numbers of susceptible worms that will establish thereafter. This possibility should be tested before farmers are advised to move sheep to clean pastures after a moxidectin drench.

In South Africa, a grazing management system developed by Kirkman & Moore (1995) for those regions of South Africa with a relatively high summer rainfall can play a crucial, positive role in worm control. However, if used with the drench-and-move strategy, it is also likely to select extremely severely for resistance. In the so-called "50–50" grazing management system, which has been shown to be excellent for sustainably maintaining and improving the quality of the pasture, all the animals are concentrated on one half of the pasture if only small ruminants are farmed, or on two-thirds for mixed cattle and sheep/goat farming, while the remainder rests for a full year (Kirkman & Moore 1995; Moore & Van Wyk 1997). When the rested pasture in these summer rainfall regions is utilized thereafter it is practically free from the principal gastrointestinal worm species. The danger is that, as this seems to be the "logical" thing to do for maximum potential worm control, the farmer will drench all the animals at the time they are spelled to the rested pasture. This topic, and possible solutions will be discussed elsewhere. In short, I will suggest that, amongst others, farmers should never drench an entire flock or herd of animals prophylactically when they are to be moved to "safe" pasture, and should strive for the minimum alternation of anthelmintics, unless FECR tests are done regularly to monitor the development of resistance. Furthermore, the viewpoint that phenomena such as underdosing are of crucial importance in selecting for anthelmintic resistance will be put in perspective, in relation to the overriding importance of refugia.

**Strategic drenching**

This has commonly been used for controlling worms with anthelmintics at times when there are few worms
in refugia on pasture. The drenching is timed to "reduce or prevent parasite build-up on pasture" (Stromberg & Averbeck 1999). For instance, in an attempt to delay the seasonal build-up of worms on pasture, animals are drenched in winter, or at the beginning of spring in summer rainfall regions (Mönning 1940; 1942; 1944; 1949; Reinecke 1983; Van Wyk 1987; 1990b; 1990c), or twice in the dry, hot summers of winter rainfall regions (Anderson 1972; 1973).

Numerous field trials have confirmed that strategic drenching can be highly effective for worm control, and computer simulation studies have predicted almost without exception that preventive strategic drenching is superior for worm control than most schedules of suppressive drenching that are applied at a time when the worm challenge on pasture is high (Michel 1969; 1976; Brunsdon 1980; Herd 1988; Abbott, Cobb & Glass 1995; Claxton et al. 1998; Lloyd et al. 2000). However, selection for anthelmintic resistance needs to be considered. Once again, the greater the success of the system, the greater the degree of selection is likely to be (Barger 1995a).

As in the case of the drench-and-move system, the possibility that strategic drenching could select for anthelmintic resistance by reducing the chances of susceptible worms to reproduce was initially overlooked. However, warnings have since been sounded (Echevarria, Gettinby & Hazelwood 1993; Besier 1997b; Barger 1999). On the other hand, it has been suggested that this approach may have prolonged "... the useful life of some anthelmintic groups..." by reducing drenching frequency (Sangster 1999).

However, the consumer must be warned in no uncertain terms that to depend on strategic drenching for worm control in order to take advantage of low numbers of worms in refugia on pasture, will not be sustainable.

**Alternation of anthelmintics**

In common with reduced drenching, there is almost no discussion of methods for reducing selection for anthelmintic resistance that does not also emphasize alternation of anthelmintics (Le Jambre 1978a; Hall & Kelly 1979; Donald, Waller, Dobson & Axelsen 1980; Prichard, Hall, Kelly, Martin & Donald 1980; Dobson, Griffiths, Donald & Waller 1987; Van Wyk 1987; Waller, Dobson & Axelsen 1988; Waller et al. 1989; Dorchies 1991; Hazelby et al. 1994; Barger 1995a; 1995b; Conder & Campbell 1995; Scott et al. 1995; Waller et al. 1995; Anonymous 1998b; Geerts & Gryseels 2000; Lloyd et al. 2000). Alternation is perhaps one of the recommendations most accepted in principle by farmers, even though they often apply it incorrectly (Kettle et al. 1983; Tritschler, Gior­dano & Coles 1986). Furthermore, it is widely accepted that annual rotation of anthelmintics will select less intensively for resistance than when they are alternated within a given worm generation (Prichard et al. 1980; Dobson et al. 1987; Waller et al. 1988; 1989; Barger 1995b; Conder & Campbell 1995; Scott et al. 1995; Anonymous 1998b; Lloyd & Soulsby 1998; Lloyd et al. 2000).

It is questionable, however, whether alternation, either "fast" or "slow", has contributed, or can contribute substantially to reduction in selection for resistance, particularly if compared to the probable effect of refugia. The only experimental confirmation I could find was that of Donald et al. (1980) and Waller et al. (1988) that levamisole drenching may select against benzimidazole resistance; in other words, it could bring some relief for resistance to the benzimidazoles. On the other hand, Uhlinger & Kristula (1992) could find no effect from alternation on the rate of selection for resistance, and Smith (1990) indicated from simulation studies with a mathematical model, that a combination of drugs with different actions will be more effective for preventing escalation of resistance, than alternation of the same compounds. Once again experimental evidence is lacking and, in my opinion, alternation is likely at best to have only a marginal effect on reducing selection for resistance. According to Elard, Sauve & Humbert (1998) a strategy of alternation "... has no effect on resistant worms if their fitness is similar to that of susceptible worms." Also, computer simulation studies have predicted that the endpoint of no remaining effective drugs will be reached at the same time, whether the drugs are used in alternation, or in series, until each one fails (Barnes et al. 1995).

For the following reasons it may under some circumstances be better not to alternate. Firstly, in a country like South Africa with a dearth of researchers and facilities for diagnosing resistance, farmers should be informed that progressive development of resistance will probably be easier to gauge without sophisticated testing if one group of anthelmintics after the other is used until no longer effective. It is hoped that in this way the present situation will be averted, where resistance is often very far developed before it is discovered per chance (Van Wyk et al. 1997b; 1999). Secondly, if it becomes practical under commercial farming conditions to obtain reversion through dilution of resistant with susceptible worm strains (Van Wyk 1990a; Van Wyk & Van Schalkwyk 1990), the farmer should strongly be advised not to alternate. Instead, despite some practical problems associated with the variety of parasite species e.g. *Fasciola* spp. and *Oestrus ovis* affecting the animals, farmers will be advised to use each group in sequence for as long as possible, until efficacy is too low for managing the worms. In the case of *H. contortus* infection a system such as the FAMACHA® ovine clinical anaemia guide for identifying and treating only heavily infected animals (Bath, Malan & Van Wyk 1996; 1997; Van Wyk et al. 1997a), will help to indicate timely
when the anthelmintic group in use is becoming ineffective.

The suggestion to continue using a group of anthelmintics until it fails entirely is contrary to the conventional recommendation that drenching with a compound should cease when resistance is detected (Martin, Anderson, Brown & Miller 1988; Prichard 1990; Conder & Campbell 1995; Isaza, Courtney & Kollas 1995, Geary, Sangster & Thompson 1999). Prichard (1990) implies that if the selection continues, "... resistance alleles re-associate with other fitness characters and the highly pressured resistant individuals survive better than more moderately resistant worms," and that "early detection of emerging resistance is vital for the conservation of effective anthelmintics and for parasite control" (Prichard 1990). But why should efficacy be conserved? Thus far cross-resistance between anthelmintic groups with different modes of action has apparently not occurred, and little useful reversion to susceptibility appears to take place after a group of compounds has been withdrawn from use for periods even as long as 10 years (Scott et al. 1995; Borgsteede & Duyn 1989). Hence, for all practical purposes, an anthelmintic compound or group appears to "die" in any case as resistance develops, and continued use when resistance has started to develop should not affect the efficacy of other groups. By not alternating, the farmer will know when resistance becomes critical, and can get help before the last effective anthelmintic group becomes practically useless. A drug can still be very useful for as long as efficacy remains above ± 50 %—in other words, long after diagnostic tests have shown definite resistance. The best practical demonstration of this is probably that for half a century mixtures of copper sulphate, arsenicals and nicotine helped to make sheep farming economically feasible in South Africa, while the last remaining anthelmintic containing a combination of such compounds in the country ("Gow's Remedy For Wire Worm and Tape Worm In Sheep, Goats, Lambs, Cattle and Calves", Registration GD65) was found to be barely 50% effective against adult H. contortus (R.K. Reinecke & J.A. van Wyk, unpublished observations 1968).

CONCLUSION

Refugia should be considered above all else when worm management in both domestic livestock and humans is planned. Furthermore, practices such as drenching all the animals in a flock or herd before they are moved to safe or worm-free pasture should be unequivocally condemned. Some animals should be left undrenched, to propagate susceptible worms.

The simple choice is either to conserve susceptible individuals in the worm population to give them the best possible advantage over resistant worms as regards contributing to subsequent generations—therefore, farming with "good" worms, in a manner of speaking, or to accept that worm control with anthelmintics will not be sustainable. Consequently refugia is crucial, and farmers should be educated to consider this first when planning chemical worm control/management. The farmer must be brought to realize that in contrast to the approach of the past, it is optimum production that should be strived for in grazing animals, and not unsustainable maximum production that is almost completely dependent on effective anthelmintics.

Furthermore, the possibility that anthelmintic resistance may become as important in cattle as it is in small stock seems to be disregarded (e.g. Williams et al. 1997; Stromberg & Averbeck 1999). This is a mistake, as Waller (1999) points out: "... an informed opinion is that the situation for anthelmintic resistance in cattle parasites is about a decade behind that for parasites of sheep and goats."
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